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Clearly, then, this book is add.ressed to those interested in education 
in its fullest sense and not to those who would view education in a truncated 
sense, ignoring the needs of the whole child 

After explaining that bis purpose is to offer accounts of school 
experiences he inttoduces us briefly to the three orientations of the 
experiment, namely, teaching religion through secular studies, through 
religious observations and practices, and through formaI religion courses. 
There follows a chapter in which sorne important concepts are clarified, 
especially the possible distinction between moral and religious education, 
and between informing and influencing. Whereas these issues cannot be 
resolved either briefly or simply, the discussion offers helpful clarification 
conceming the view that moral education is included in religious education 
without denying the specific contributions of the former, and, that in a 
school situation where there is good rapport between teacher and pupil, 
teaching cao hardly occur without the teacher's faith, openness and respect 
having a profound influence on the cbild, without, however, being 
indoctrination. 

To test the hypothesis, the author feels that three representative 
models of religious education coyer the possibilities. In chapters 5 and 6 we 
have the opportunity of seeing the outcomes of teaching religion formaUy 
as a regular course within a curriculum. We are invited to examine the 
courses offered by the Integrated Schools ofNewfoundIand and Labrador, and 
religion teacbing in one multi-faith school in Halifax, Nova Scotia. In 
chapter 4 we see a discussion of the practice of daily readings and prayer in 
Toronto Public Schools, at both elementary and high school levels. 
Teacbing religion through secular studiès is examined in chapters 3 and 7. 
We see a course in Biblical literature offered in a high school in Truro, 
Nova Scotia, and a course in world religions taught in Surrey, B.C. 

The historical background of aU these procedures is offered, as well 
as data on school, pupil and parent reactions. Weeren, true to his aim, does 
not argue or attempt to sway the reader's position in any way. 

The book ends with an epilogue that very clearly and succincdy 
restates the author's aim: to demonstrate the vaIue and feasibility of 
educating religiously in multi-faith schools. It argues that the cases 
presented speak for themselves, and that the judgment now rests with the 
reader. The dilemma: "How cao 1 be both a promoter of diversity and a 
convincing witness to the truth as 1 know it'?" is addressed. This initiates a 
discussion of the meaning of true openness, and again leaves the reader free 
to ponder, but with a gende reminder that religion should not be static, but 
rather a joumey and a progressive discovery of unimagined truths in the 
fellowsbip of co-religionists. 
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This is a slim volume, well organized, with aims sharply stated, 
offering the reader a clear challenge within an admittedly limited framework. 
There is no index but a very ample guide to further reading is provided. 

Correction 

Thomas A. Francoeur 
McGill University 

In the Winter, 1987, issue of the Journal we published a review of Prof. 
Margaret Gillett's book, Dear Grace: A Romance of History. It is 
unfortunate that the name of the male principal character was introduced by 
the wrong name. The correct name is William Clow Little instead of 
William Clow Ritchie - as published in the review. The name of the female 
principal character with whom Dr. Little corresponded should have been 
Octavia Grace Ritchie. Rer names were reversed in the review. We apologize 
for any difficulties this error May have caused. 




